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Chapter 1 : How to Find a Song's Title by Using the Lyrics | blog.quintoapp.com
A young mouse named Ears survives the destruction of her home in a wheatfield and discovers the meaning of the
secret song her mother has taught her.

In fact, a few could literally drive you nuts. But the following tunesâ€”some as old as Mozart, others as
current as Beyonce? So, ladies and gentlemen, put your hands together for the ultimate power playlist. Let the
countdown begin! A sewage treatment plant in Treuenbrietzen, Germany, has experimented with different
operas, playing them at high volume through loudspeakers set up around the site. A few people have managed
to turn the digits to their advantage. In , disc jockey Spencer Potter of Weehawken, N. Almost immediately,
Potter was overwhelmed by the volume of calls. So in February , he sold it on eBay to Retro Fitness, a health
club that felt the digits fit perfectly with its s-nostalgia theme. Nokia introduced the note piano phrase 20 years
ago, creating the first ringtone. In the tune was hijacked by Nokia exec Anssi Vanjoki, who thought it would
be the perfect default ring for the sleek, new half-pound Nokia The search for alternate phone sounds has
turned ringtones into a multi-billion dollar business. And sometimes it moves them out of hiding. Noriega took
refuge in the embassy of the Vatican on December 24, and American troops immediately surrounded the
compound. To smoke him out without bombing the place, soldiers of the U. Loudspeakers were set up around
the compound and the sonic blasting began. So on paper, it seemed like a great idea to combine the two. And
it worked; the video located so many runaways that Kaye made six versionsâ€”three for the United States and
one each for the United Kingdom, Australia, and Germany. Some were found dead. Several others were forced
to return home to horrible situations. In , Soul Asylum guitarist Dan Murphy reflected on the consequences:
Together, the tones supposedly synchronize brain waves, simulating such mental states as getting drunk,
falling in love, or sexual arousal. According to Ashton, more than a million people paid for the songs that year
alone. In , the heavy metal band Judas Priest was accused of prompting two drunk Reno, Nev. As lead singer
Rob Halford later noted, he had no reason to ask fans to commit suicide. After being convicted of hijacking a
ship and slaughtering its crew, 13 pirates were condemned to death in China in The morning of their
execution, the pirates were given 30 minutes to visit with relatives, eat their last meal, and drink all the rice
wine they could stomach. It was the best reception a Ricky Martin song had been given in years. For every
three-minute song, a CD uses about 32 megabytes of data. But that size proved to be unwieldy in the early,
pokey days of the Internet. Using an old, dial-up modem, it might take eight hours to transfer or download a
single song. So in the early s, German engineer Dr. Karlheinz Brandenburg pioneered digital compression
techniques for the MP3, crunching the size of audio data by a factor of He reasoned that if he could get her
warm vocals to sound good on MP3, then the new platform would work with just about anything. So, if you
love downloading music, thank Vega for having such a pretty voice. Consequently, their circadian rhythms
were thrown off a little. But it beats waking up to a buzzer. A machine, called a blower, constantly supplies
air, and a weight holds down the pedals. The first three-note chord, which was played in , lasted for a year and
a half. The club remix will drop any day now. The decision opened a virtual can of worms. The attendant
album sold more than 7 million copies and swept the Grammys. Nowadays, everybody sings with dead
people: You just need a decent producer. What was his secret? Before each race, Phelps would tune out the
world and tune into his music, removing his iPod earbuds seconds before diving in. One Israeli doctor even
went so far as to accuse him of doping because music so enhanced his performance. You click on it,
butâ€”surprise! The phenomenon began in on 4chan, but quickly spread across the Internet. Maybe the first
dozen times it happens to you. In the last three years, the video has been viewed more than 50 million times.
Watch the Oregon House members Rickroll their colleagues. The publisher sued 2 Live Crew, claiming the
group had never been given permission to sample the song. The case made it to the U. The Chicago team not
only dominated the National Football league but also kicked off a strange musical revolution. It was even
nominated for a Grammy! Although there were rumors that Hilfiger was displeased his preppy label had
become an urban phenom, he actually courted the new demographic. Hilfiger tweaked his brand to give it a
more hip-hop feel, adding brighter covers and giant logos. He even invited rappers Puffy and Coolio to walk
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the runway during fashion shows. The pop tune should reach the North Star, Polaris, in about years. With
illegal downloading running rampant and CD sales on the decline, Radiohead decided to cut out the record
companies, middlemen, and price tags altogether. Within a year, the album had sold 3 million copies. And
with virtually no distribution fees, it was a huge financial windfall for the band. In the years since, other
groups have followed suit, and the power of the record companies has continued to dwindle. Giving it away
might just prove to be the sales strategy that saves the music business. Researchers in the United Kingdom
have shown that playing slow, melodic songs can reduce bovine stress, prompting cows to produce nearly a
half a pint more milk per day than they would without music. Of all the songs the scientists tested, R. If you
are a lonely cow, living in a barn, with your udders constantly being tugged, maybe it helps to know that
everybody cries, and everybody hurts, sometimes. Auto-Tune, an audio processing technology that fixes pitch
and corrects mistakes in musical performances, had been around for years, but few artists used it to any effect.
Taylor was afraid Cher would hate the changes, but she dug them. And singers are just one step closer to being
completely replaced by robots. Naturally, death metal is on the playlist, and so is Christina Aguilera. It really
worksâ€”Just ask any parent.
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Chapter 2 : The 25 Most Powerful Songs of the Past 25 Years | Mental Floss
Ears was born and raised by a wheat field. Her mother taught her a secret song. Her and her siblings play games and
have fun, but can not figure out what the song menas.

Maybe the sound you heard was as quiet as your cat licking her paws. Or maybe it was loud, like a siren going
by. Sounds are everywhere, and you have two cool parts on your body that let you hear them all: Your ears are
in charge of collecting sounds, processing them, and sending sound signals to your brain. The ear is made up
of three different sections: These parts all work together so you can hear and process sounds. Catch the Wave
The outer ear is called the pinna or auricle say: This is the part of the ear that people can see. The outer ear
also includes the ear canal, where wax is produced. Earwax is that gunky stuff that protects the canal. Earwax
contains chemicals that fight off infections that could hurt the skin inside the ear canal. It also collects dirt to
help keep the ear canal clean. Good Vibrations After sound waves enter the outer ear, they travel through the
ear canal and make their way to the middle ear. To do this, it needs the eardrum, which is a thin piece of skin
stretched tight like a drum. The eardrum separates the outer ear from the middle ear and the ossicles say: They
are the three tiniest, most delicate bones in your body. MAH-lee-us , which is attached to the eardrum and
means "hammer" in Latin the incus say: IN-kus , which is attached to the malleus and means "anvil" in Latin
the stapes say: STAY-peez , the smallest bone in the body, which is attached to the incus and means "stirrup"
in Latin When sound waves reach the eardrum, they cause the eardrum to vibrate. When the eardrum vibrates,
it moves the tiny ossicles â€” from the hammer to the anvil and then to the stirrup. These bones help sound
move along on its journey into the inner ear. Nerve Signals Start Here Sound comes into the inner ear as
vibrations and enters the cochlea say: KAH-klee-uh , a small, curled tube in the inner ear. The cochlea is filled
with liquid, which is set into motion, like a wave, when the ossicles vibrate. The cochlea is also lined with tiny
cells covered in tiny hairs that are so small you would need a microscope to see them. When sound reaches the
cochlea, the vibrations sound cause the hairs on the cells to move, creating nerve signals that the brain
understands as sound. The brain puts it together and hooray! You hear your favorite song on the radio. They
keep you balanced, too. In the inner ear, there are three small loops above the cochlea called semicircular
canals. Like the cochlea, they are also filled with liquid and have thousands of microscopic hairs. When you
move your head, the liquid in the semicircular canals moves, too. The liquid moves the tiny hairs, which send
a nerve message to your brain about the position of your head. In less than a second, your brain sends
messages to the right muscles so that you keep your balance. To understand this, fill a cup halfway with water.
Now move the cup around in a circle in front of you and then stop. Notice how the water keeps swishing
around, even after the cup is still? When you stop spinning or step off the ride, the fluid in your semicircular
canals is still moving. Once the fluid in the semicircular canals stops moving, your brain gets the right
message and you regain your balance. Three Cheers for the Ears! Your ears take care of you, so take care of
them. Protect your hearing by wearing earplugs at loud music concerts and around noisy machinery, like in
wood or metal shop at school. Your elbow, of course.
Chapter 3 : Ears and the Secret Song by Meryl Doney
Get this from a library! Ears and the secret song. [Meryl Doney; Bill Geldart] -- A young mouse named Ears survives the
destruction of her home in a wheatfield and discovers the meaning of the secret song her mother has taught her.

Chapter 4 : The Secret Song â€“ Thirsty Ear
Auto Suggestions are available once you type at least 3 letters. Use up arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+up arrow)
and down arrow (for mozilla firefox browser alt+down arrow) to review and enter to select.

Chapter 5 : DJ Spooky: The Secret Song
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Ears and the Secret Song 2 editions. By Meryl Doney. Go to the editions section to read or download ebooks. Ears and
the Secret Song.

Chapter 6 : Turned On Its Ear: The Nils: "The Title is the Secret Song"
Ears and her cheeky brothers love it when their mother sings the secret song. When Ears is lonely she wonders if she'll
ever be happy again - that is, until she discovers the meaning of the secret song.

Chapter 7 : Library Resource Finder: Location & Availability for: Ears and the secret song
Sanctioned by Alex's brother Carlos, the band's other guitarist, The Title is the Secret Song collects the Nils' studio
leftovers. Information on exactly when any of this was recorded is nonexistent, but my ears tell me that this is compiled
from different sessions, and that all of it probably post-dates the self-titled album.

Chapter 8 : Ears and the Secret Song | Open Library
Doney, Meryl,Geldart, blog.quintoapp.com And The Secret Song. Grand Rapids, Mich.: W.B. Eerdmans, Print. These
citations may not conform precisely to your selected citation style. Please use this display as a guideline and modify as
needed.

Chapter 9 : Children's Songs with free lyrics, music and printable SongSheets from KIDiddles
Paul Miller (aka DJ Spooky) is a rennaisance man, with his base of interest rooted firmly in the world of creativity
through sound. Now, he returns to his original form as DJ and master provocateur with his new album "The Secret
Song".
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